
What do you get when you combine a 
bestselling author, a former standup 
comic, National Teacher of the Year with 
an internationally acclaimed crusader for 
justice? You get Barry Bradford, best 
known for leading national movements 
to reopen two cold cases from the Civil 
Rights Era – including the notorious
 “Mississippi Burning” case.
 
Through his commitment to justice and 
belief in the power of every individual to 
affect history, Barry brings conviction and 
passion to his message of leadership and 
personal empowerment. He inspires 
audiences to claim their voices and speak 
up to create change in the world around 
them. Barry motivates teams and 
individuals to accomplish unprecedented 
results.

Barry is a nationally recognized speaker 
who has been interviewed by nearly 
every major media outlet including The 
Today Show, The New York Times, U.S. 
News and World Report, ABC, CBS, and 
NBC Evening News, Fox News, MSNBC, 
CNN , C-SPAN and more. 

Phone: 347-921-1776
Email: Barry@BarryBradford.com
Website: BarryBradford.com
Address: Speaking For A Change
 P.O. Box #177
 Deer�eld, IL 60015

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
Congressional Leadership Award
United States Congress
 

US Presidential Award for
Public Service
President George W. Bush
 

Justice For All
National Award Winner
The Anti-Defamation League
 

National Teacher of the Year
Organization of American Historians
 

Civil Rights Teacher of the Year
Congress of Racial Equality

SPEAKING FOR A CHANGE

Barry Bradford
Make History. Be History. Change History.

“Changing major historical events is 
not as hard as it might seem. It only 

takes will and dedication to do it.” 
–Barry Bradford



Barry Bradford leads audiences to see 
themselves as powerful agents of 
change iwithin their lives and for the 
world. He focuses the lens of history on 
the stories of individuals, bringing them 
to life with his unique blend of humor, 
passion and insight.

Barry has captivated global audiences 
with his r iveting presentations, 
seminars and workshops. His speaking 
style is dramatic enntertaining and 
powerful.

Barry is recognized as one of the 
foremost educators , a champion in the 
quest for justice, leading a new 
generation of students to believe they 
can be agents of change.

“Barry Bradford’s passion for justice is 
inspiring as is his ability to reach people of 
all colors, backgrounds and political 
persuasions. We deeply appreciate his 
leadership.”

-Hon. Roy Innes
Executive Director

Congress of Racial Equality

“Barry is an inspirational leader. I was proud 
to sponsor him for a Congressional Award. 
Barry serves as an example for citizens 
everywhere.”

-US Senator Mark Kirk
Illinois

“Mr. Bradford does an excellent job of 
motivating the audience to believe that they 
can do whatever it is that needs to be done. 
His personal experiences are enhanced by his 
ability to keep and captivate an audience.” 

-Eric Schleutermann, Teaching American 
History Grant Director, Illinoi

“Barry Bradford is a dynamic reminder of the 
power of one individual to make a difference.  
Barry honors Medgar through his leadership and 
commitment to justice. Medgar would be proud to 
know he continues to inspire a new generation of 
leaders." 

-Myrlie Evers-Williams,
Past President, NAACP


